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QUESTION 1

Which of the following control Types would be BEST to use in an accounting department to reduce losses from
fraudulent transactions? 

A. Recovery 

B. Deterrent 

C. Corrective 

D. Detective 

Correct Answer: D 

Detective controls are designed to identify and report on security incidents, such as fraud or misuse of resources, and
are best used to reduce losses from fraudulent transactions. Examples of detective controls in an accounting
department include regular audits, transaction monitoring, and access logs that track who is making changes to financial
records. 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization wants to integrate its incident response processes into a workflow with automated decision points and
actions based on predefined playbooks. Which of the following should the organization implement? 

A. SIEM 

B. SOAR 

C. EDR 

D. CASB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A privileged user at a company stole several proprietary documents from a server. The user also went into the log files
and deleted all records of the incident. The systems administrator has Just informed investigators that other log files are
available for review. 

Which of the following did the administrator MOST likely configure that will assist the investigators? 

A. Memory dumps 

B. The syslog server 

C. The application logs 

D. The log retention policy 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A security analyst is receiving several alerts per user and is trying to determine If various logins are malicious. The
security analyst would like to create a baseline of normal operations and reduce noise. Which of the following actions
should the security analyst perform? 

A. Adjust the data flow from authentication sources to the SIEM. 

B. Disable email alerting and review the SIEM directly. 

C. Adjust the sensitivity levels of the SIEM correlation engine. 

D. Utilize behavioral analysis to enable the SIEM\\'s learning mode. 

Correct Answer: D 

Utilize behavioral analysis to enable the SIEM\\'s learning mode. 

UBA or User Behavior Analytics and is a threat detection analysis technology that uses AI to understand how users
normally behave and then find anomalous activities, which deviate from their normal behavior and may be indicative of a
threat. 

For this scenario, the SIEM will first learn what is normal behavior then when a baseline is created, it will know if any of
the logins are malicious. Likely determined by when and where the logins are occurring and if it\\'s different from the
baseline. This should hopefully reduce the amount of alerts occurring. 

 

QUESTION 5

After multiple on premises security solutions were migrated to the cloud, the incident response time increased. The
analyst are spending a long time to trace information on different cloud consoles and correlating data in different
formats. Which of the following can be used to optimize the incident response time? 

A. CASB 

B. VPC 

C. SWG 

D. CMS 

Correct Answer: A 

CASB vs SWG CASB is the more optimal solution for multiple on premises security solutions CASB services are
explicitly designed to fit the needs of large enterprises You can access link and read about it:
https://www.gend.co/blog/casb-or-swg-which-is-best-option-for-your-enterprise 
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